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Talk of Peter Rühe with Prabhudas Gandhi, Rajkot, January 29, 1992

[0:00:00]

Gandhi, 29th January 1992.

Peter Rühe: Prabhudasbhai.

Prabhudas: Yes.

Peter Rühe: Can you tell me about the relation of the inhabitants of Phoenix settlements to
the native Africans?

Prabhudas: We can tell you the geographical condition. The railway line going from Durban
to northern side to Stanger and Tongaat, between that there was Phoenix
station. There was no any village named Phoenix but it were railway station
Phoenix and from the Phoenix station there was a way, mountain way, footway,
not for any missile control but in that way there was a river, I think it was also
north from our [0:01:31][inaudible] from railway station also. River Inanda, that
was from railway station not less than ten miles or so. That way about three
miles from railway station the ground, all the plot of our finished settlement
which Gandhiji bought, is a field. It was nearly more than two and a half mile
from that railway station. That was called Phoenix settlement. That plot was not
less than a hundred acres, but we settled there not more than twenty five years.
[0:02:27][inaudible] it was only grass, grassland. From our center the same road
went more northern, about three kilometers more north towards
[0:02:38][inaudible]. In the way when we went to Inanda [0:02:41][inaudible]
to any trip, we had that Dube’s institution was there and that was called Dube’s
School.

Peter Rühe: Dube School?

Prabhudas: Yeah.

Peter Rühe: I see.

Prabhudas: Dube School. Mr. Dube I saw him coming not very much but still about five
months, three months, four months, once in our settlement also coming and
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talking with my father and talking with Mr. [0:03:10][inaudible]. And passing
from that place to the railway station to his place they had to go from our place
so we saw them coming and going. That was school there, native school it was
and because Babuji was keen that we shouldn’t join any school. The boys of
Gandhi family was not allowed to go to school so we had no interest that wasn’t
going on there. We saw students going, coming out from the rooms but no
[0:03:53][inaudible] will go and peep what is going on there but when we go to
Inanda Falls the school was going and sometimes we went there in evening walk.
And once we went to see my uncle [Maganlal Dal ? 0:04:08] took us, that let us
go and see the Dube Institution. I think my father and mother also we were in
the party. We went walking for a walk there but as soon as we entered the
boundary the lights were off. When school was over all the boys went to bed
[0:04:27][inaudible]. I know only that much but I know that that was very good
school there and the [freeing ? 0:04:37] people were I think training nicely there,
that I know that. Sometimes that party of boys and girls are not less than in the
same quantity or the girls more and the boys [0:04:56][inaudible]. They came
and gave us their music, what music pleasure just to listen. And…

[0:05:07]

Peter Rühe: At Phoenix?

Prabhudas: With Phoenix.

Peter Rühe: They came to Phoenix and…

Prabhudas: Opposite Mr. West’s house. Our house and Mr. house are joined in one
boundary so I don’t know, [0:05:23][inaudible] everyone and whatever type but
they was all in one line and that music, what you say, all together with – concert.

Peter Rühe: Concert or session, yeah, yeah.

Prabhudas: It was called concert and [0:05:39][inaudible] that. So, I like that and I saw it and
it was very nice music.

Peter Rühe: They sang native in African songs?

Prabhudas: No, no English.

Peter Rühe: English?

Prabhudas: English.

Peter Rühe: I see, uh-huh.
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Prabhudas: English song as a Christian song, and Mr. West song. We also used to pray our
prayer where we had lit candle light or some hymns from – with Mr. and Ms.
[Totters ? 0:06:06]. So, it was English song and it was that [0:06:11][inaudible],
one man was just…

Peter Rühe: Conducting.

Prabhudas: Conducting his stick like this and that.

Peter Rühe: Yes, yes.

Prabhudas: They went, what is that? That that is just to control the music.

Peter Rühe: Have you had any personal contact to the other kids, to the students of that
school?

Prabhudas: I was a child, I didn’t – I was not able to talk in English or talk in the – the boys
also feared us, they didn’t with talk us. I see, simply saw that they are very good,
they were good nicely and were nicely singing. So when I would read anything
about American negroes I imagined that they were this kind of
[0:06:58][inaudible].

Peter Rühe: I see, right. So, between the children of Phoenix settlement and the students of
Dube School there was no relation actually, no contact, not much contact?

Prabhudas: Not much contact but the contact was that there was also fruit gather there.
When some fruit was needed my father went and brought for the fruit from
there.

Peter Rühe: I see.

Prabhudas: [0:07:25][inaudible].

Peter Rühe: Yes. So, do you know whether there was any contact amongst the senior people
of Phoenix settlement and the Dube School?

Prabhudas: They ha – they had – in our printing press there was one Charlie.

Peter Rühe: Charlie?

Prabhudas: Charlie and I’d given him his…

Peter Rühe: From where he was?
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Prabhudas: He was proper African.

Peter Rühe: He was native African.

Prabhudas: Black.

Peter Rühe: Yeah, black, okay.

Prabhudas: Black man, but very kind to me. Always he was very helpful at working,
[0:07:59][inaudible], you know, preparing all the time that paste for pasting,
[0:08:04][inaudible], and sweeping and in international printing press he was
one worker. Another thing was that in our garden when we wanted to
[0:08:20][inaudible] plot, Manilal Gandhi the son of Mahatma Gandhi and my
uncle, [Maganlal ? 0:08:28] they asked them, this native to come. They came
with in party six or five, not eight, and in nine day dug up our place and then we
placed our flower garden. And that was one surprise in the year for one day or
two papers, but when they came they were just surrounding of our settlement
their house were just like in India the forest villagers are not conserved in one
place.

Peter Rühe: Scattered.

Prabhudas: Scattered, one from the other and [0:09:21][inaudible] that. In that way we had
[0:09:26][inaudible] of half a kilometer one for long, two for long, one hut and
[0:09:32][inaudible], so we saw them coming, going, working, eating, cooking,
that I saw it. And when mainly I saw that – I told that that was the path from
India to – from Phoenix station to – what you say – [0:09:56][inaudible] Inanda
River and Inanda was also a country there.

[0:10:03]
So, the native people always went from our place touching the – from Bapu’s
house then our house then Mr. [0:10:16][inaudible] house then there was one
[0:10:22][inaudible] he was [inaudible] in the end. Then there was some drum
empty then Dube School. So, they there were all together. These gentlemen
they went there, they wanted some fruits and they ask fruit so we gave them
fruits buy two pennies, three pennies. So orange, bananas, we used to sell, they
take and go. So I remembered I [0:10:57][inaudible] take some fruit of little
basket, stand in the road and these people going…

Peter Rühe: Sell it to the passing people.

Prabhudas: Passing through, they gave me two penny, three penny, take fruit and go away.
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Peter Rühe: I see. And the money went to the account of Phoenix or you, you kept?

Prabhudas: No that – no that was our garden so it was money for our – my father’s home
expenses.

Peter Rühe: All right.

Prabhudas: Because in the settlement we have got that that you will labor for four hour and
work in office for four hours. So we had every member of Phoenix settlement
had one acre land for his gardening. My father and uncle were together,
[0:12:13][inaudible] so we had four acres and Mr. Will had two acres and my
father and my uncle had two brothers we had four acres then. I think Bapu had
only had two acres land or not more, so that was gardening of [Manilal ?]
Gandhi, he was [0:12:36][inaudible] and my father and my uncle
[0:12:41][inaudible]. For sale we had orange and bananas, nothing more to sell.

Peter Rühe: Was it a kind of cooperative farming, did you help each other or was there
everyone mainly concerned about his own garden?

Prabhudas: [0:12:55][inaudible] not – but how to garden and what to practice that was
taught by Mr. [Kallenburg ? 0:13:04.2]. When he came from any time he used to
go and see the gardening and he was teaching all the rules how to grow up this
fruit.

Peter Rühe: Yes, I see.

Prabhudas: Or how to cut it, how to prune it and flower we had very good rules
[0:13:31][inaudible], very good – what do you say – motor and
[0:13:36][inaudible] and vegetables, all things he had.

Peter Rühe: But this was only after nineteen eight or nine? [Kanllenburg ?]… .

Prabhudas: No, no.

Peter Rühe: … when did he met Bapu first, for the first time? I think it was not before
nineteen nine.

Prabhudas: I [0:13:57][inaudible] but…

Peter Rühe: Cause immediately after – did he come to Phoenix settlement [Kallenburg ?]
himself?

Prabhudas: Yes, he came.
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